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Minutes of GIRS Providers Forum 
 

Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Tuesday 16th May 2017 
  

 
Venue:  IGEM House, High Street, Kegworth DE74 2DA 
  

 

Attendees: 

 
Jenny Salt   Fulcrum 
Sharon McGuffie  Western Power 
Louise Boccaccini  Squire Energy  
Donovan Aylott     Aptus Utilities 
Eric Dodd   Wilcox Consultants 
Colin Fish   PN Daly/IUS/GBH 
David Sykes   Radius  
Glen Karlsson   Green Frog  
Phil Rae    Morland Utilities 
Mark Rostron   Matrix 
Andy Smith   AIM Plant 
Annie Willoughby Richards  AF Gas Services and SSE 
Kevin Tattersall   FEG 
Dean O’Dee   APM Utility Services Ltd 
Shirley Course    AF Gas Services  
Tommy Gates   Multi Utility UK  
Ian Waite          Lloyd’s Register  
Rod Hancox   Lloyd’s Register 
 
 

 
Apologies/attendees at recent meetings:  

 
Karl Miller        Lloyd’s Register (Chair) 
Andy Holland    Sustainable Energy Connections Ltd  

 Neil Best   BGS Utilities 
 
 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions 

The chair welcomed the new and regular attending UIP representatives to the forum and 
provided an overview of the agenda for the day. 
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Discussion around the minutes of both Forum and GIRSAP took place and details of some 
of the discussion below: 
 
2.1 Completion Files 
 
Further discussion on this subject. Comments from GIRSAP noted and LB briefed the group 
on points raised. RH stated that PAS256 had a 30 day requirement for submission of detail 
in closure packs. 
 
  
2.2 IGEM TD3 Edition 5 
 
RH gave an update on the testing procedures within TD3. A new chart produced by NG 
indicated that any MP test should be part of a non- routine procedure. 
 
2.3 IGEM TD/4 
 
There are delays in producing the new version of TD4. The panel has not met for 9 months 
now. Issues still surround the adoption of BS EN12007 and the requirement to test to 2.5 x 
MOP. The group agreed that emails should be sent to ian McCluskey at IGEM expressing 
their concerns at the delay. 
 
 
2.4 CDM 
 
Apparently NG have gone live (April 2017) with new procedures although no one in the 
Forum has seen any documentation. Latest versions observed are still in Draft format. 
 
2.5 Branch Saddles in NP14 
 
David Sykes outlined the issues surrounding the branch saddles identified at the previous 
meeting. There are fittings in the market that are advertised as being compliant with all 
requirements however not all have been accepted by DNOs . It is the responsibility of the 
UIP to obtain the appropriate documentation which will state whether the fitting is suitable 
for type of parent pipe and pressure rating before installing. 
 
Action: All UIPs 
 
 
DS also briefed the group on the use of tools such as Stanley knife to remove the outer skin 
of peeled pipe could cause issues when squeezing off. DS agreed to share a video 
highlighting the consequences. 
 
Action: DS  
 
 
2.6 Development of New Technology 
 
The group felt that they were missing out on new technology being introduced into the 
industry. Going forward the intention is to include this item as an agenda item with the 
intention of inviting relevant companies to share new technology. 
 
Shirley Course to invite companies with new innovation relevant to UIP work to the launch 
of the newly updated TD101 which should be out for comment by end of May 2017..  
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2.8 Provision of Information to design UIPs. 
 
Continued discussion on the issues previously identified. 
 
Reference was made to GIRSAP minutes during the above discussions. 
 
                        
6.0 Safe Control of Operations 
 
Now resolved as per GIRSAP minutes 
 
7.0 AOB 
 
 
7.2 Design Tools 
 

• Gasworks can be reset to accommodate the design of schemes greater than 180 
properties. 

 
 
7.5 TD/101  
 
TD101 has now been reviewed to reflect GIG2 requirements and is scheduled to be 
released for comment in May 2017. 
 
 
7.6 Easements 
 
Meeting planned for 23rd May 2017. 
 
 
7.8 Squeeze Off temperature 
 
Although no document could be sourced to confirm the minimum temperature at which 
squeeze of could be actioned, it was agreed that anything below freezing should stop the 
activity from taking place. 
 
Agenda: 
 

1. Safety Alerts 
 
RH briefed the group on a recent incident leading to poor pressure following the 
installation of a branch saddle. He also highlighted the actions now required when 
completing a branch saddle operation. Alert to be included in minutes. 
 

2. Cross Laminated Buildings 
 
RH briefed the group on the issues surrounding the installation of gas supplies to modular 
buildings. UIPs asked to check with GTs to confirm that adoption will be ok before 
installation. 
 

3. AVK Valves 
 
KT briefed the group on an event that occurred when installing an under pressure tee and 
how the matter was resolved with the help of Radius and AVK. Photos and guidance  
available with minutes. 
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GIRS Design 
 

 Currently receiving up to 4 month delays in responses for FM137’s and FM138’s 
submitted to Northern Gas Networks. Depending on the areas being applied there 
is significant variation in these delay times. 
 

 When applying under the FM137 & FM138 process to National Grid – many 
loads are being subject to reinforcement with fixed 25K SCJ. This price was 
normally case specific but many now are just being sent out at the same price. 
This is a particular issue due to the fact that the budget estimates vary massively 
meaning our clients won’t commit to the SCJ design studies. One example is a 
budget quoting £100,000 to £5 million which is basically useless information. The 
budget need to be within a more realistic +/- band. 

 
 The GDN’s need to review the whole FM138 process and ask whether it is suited 

to the numerous embedded gas power plants being brought forward over the next 
6 years. Currently the full timescale from application and final connection time 
before losing the load is very short (particular compared to the reasonable time 
needed for development, financing and construction).  This process needs to be 
improved and could allow some sort of sizeable deposit to allow serious 
developers to hold loads for longer. Another vital element is that these sites 
cannot be financed without legally secure connections. For large scale CCGT 
there have an ARCA process but this is for the HP networks. 

 


